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Physiological Activity Monitoring 

Why it matters:  There are a significant number of identified health issues that are predicated by changes 
in various physical or physiological indicators.  Examples include: Increased bathroom visits due to a 
urinary tract infection (UTI); Day/Night confusion for individuals with dementia; Changes in sleep habits 
or sleep duration for COPD flair ups; changes in sleeping or eating behavior for depression.   
 
Background: The Birkeland Current system utilizes high temporal, spatial, and energy use change 
detection to autonomously identify and quantify Activities of Daily Living (ADLs), Instrumental Activities 
of Daily Living (IADLs) and Health Relevant Activities (HRAs) in a home or health care environment.  The 
examples shown below are based on a series of 2017 in home pilot projects.  These examples include a 
rural independent aging retired couple, a suburban working middle aged couple, and a single disabled 
senior adult in an urban apartment.  Two of the five individuals use a CPAP device for sleep apnea or other 
sleeping ailments.  Low cost sensors throughout the homes include bed sensors, flush sensors, light 
sensors, temperature sensors, and plug level energy sensors.  
 
Sleep analysis example: Sleep analysis is a significant indicator of overall well being on an individual level. 
Identification of patterns and changes in patterns take many forms.  What are the best indicators of quality 
of sleep? Some examples include; start time of sleep, total sleep in a 24-hour period, uninterrupted sleep 
duration, rise time, sleeping breathing rate (see separate white paper).  
 
Figure 1 shows the sleep start time with 1-hour resolution for subject J1M over a 3-month period.  In this 
case the individual’s behavior fits a strong normal distribution.   From the data, this individual has a 95% 
probability of starting their sleep between 9:15 pm and 1:15 am and a 99.7% probability of starting their 
sleep between 8:30 pm and 2:00 am.  During this 3-month study there was one instance where sleep start 
occurred at 3 am – a >99% indication of a significant change in behavior.  Follow up showed that this was 
associated with the return from a trip where a flight delay caused an off-nominal sleep condition. Because 
the initial metrics for this individual indicate a strong sleep start pattern, more detailed analytics can be 
used to identify additional change behavior.  For example, are weekend patterns different from weekday 
patterns? Does duration of sleep remain constant for different start times? Does this individual ‘makeup’ 
lost sleep over the following days?  In contrast at the same scale, Figure 2 shows the time of sleep start 
for individual D1F. This individual has a much less significant pattern and may start sleeping at almost any 
time of day with a modest preference between 11 pm and 2 am.  This type of day/night confusion or non-
circadian behavior is strongly associated with various health related issues.  

      
   Figure 1: Subject J1M sleep start      Figure 2: Subject D1F sleep start 
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Figure 3 shows an example of total sleep duration for subject J1M. As in Figure 1, a normal distribution is 

shown. In this case the mean is approximately 6.75 hours with a 95% probability of between 5 and 8.75 

hours of total sleep. In this 3-month period no durations fell outside of a 3-sigma time period. A > 3 sigma 

high duration would strongly indicate a potential sickness for this individual.  Shown on the same scale for 

comparison, Figure 4 shows an analysis for the total sleep per day for subject D1F.  In this case, the 

individual does not exhibit a normalized sleep duration and often has broken sleep. Using the same 

comparison, a 95% probability runs from 3.4 hours to 14.2 hours. Although this type of data could again 

be an indicator of day/night confusion as associated with dementia, in this case the individual has several 

physical ailments which disrupt normalized behavior patterns.  A change to this pattern is anticipated with 

an upcoming change in medications with the goal of establishing a normal circadian sleep pattern.  Before 

and after data will be provided in support of this effort.    

 

   
          Figure 3: Subject J1M total sleep per day       Figure 4: Subject D1F total sleep per day 

 

Bathroom Usage Example: A requested example metric was the ability to show nighttime bathroom visits. 
This was accomplished by looking at toilet flush sensor metrics for the time period from midnight to 10 
am. Figures 5 and 6 indicate the data for an elderly married couple over a 3-month period.  In this case, 
subject E1F had a 15% probability of a night time bathroom visits as compared with subject E1M with a 

6% probability.  Correlation with wake time data from a variety of indicators (lights, TV, refrigerator, etc.) 

showed initial bathroom visits after 5:30 am resulted in the defined start of day for both individuals.  Abrupt 

changes or long-term trending behavior in night time bathroom frequency provides a leading indicator of a 

variety of potential health factors.  

 

   
 Figure 5: Subject E1F data   Figure 6: Subject E1M data 
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A second indicator of potential health related issues is total number of bathroom visits per day by an 

individual.  Figure 7 shows a sample of data from the JHouse pilot project. The plot shows the number of 

standard deviations from the mean number of daily bathroom uses. This particular time period was chosen 

to demonstrate the signal over the noise in standard and off nominal conditions.  In this case the variance 

(noise) in this metric is up to 1.5 standard deviations. However, on October 3rd, the usage varied 3.8 standard 

deviations from the norm providing a 99.99% probability of an issue. Follow up revealed that subject J1M 

underwent a routine colonoscopy on October 3rd creating the dramatic change in behavior shown here.   

 

 
  Figure 7: Change from Normal Bathroom Habits 
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